Public and Media Relations
Assets

Hello everyone. Welcome and thanks for joining in.
I’m Vicki Hermansen, public relations manager for Kiwanis
International and here are some of the PR, branding and
messaging assets we’ve prepared to help our clubs tell their
story and share their message within their communities.
And it seems that now is the perfect time as more and more
things are opening, returning to normal, after the pandemic.
So that’s a good thing!
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First things first
Key Messages
• Social Media
• Invitations
• Newsletters
• Emails

So, first things first – every post, every email, every speech should begin with your key
messages, the message you want to share.

Because you only have one time to make that 1st impression and get the reader’s
attention – you want to develop your key messages.
Important because you only have that one chance to make a good impression.
And we’re all competing for time, so we have to get in with the important info first.
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Key messages
• 10,000 brand messages a day
• Number increases with number of available
channels
• Switch screens 21 times an hour, on average
• Attention span is 8 seconds

It’s important to get your key messages right because you are not
the only one delivering them!
We get at least 10K brand messages every day, and even messages
about clubs and volunteers doing good things can get lost in the
shuffle.
If you think about it this way, it should make it easier to distill your
message, avoid the clutter and start telling the story of the
awesome things your club is doing to help the children in the
community.
Everything starts with what you are trying to get your audience to
remember.
And, here’s another interesting fact… consumers switch between
screens up to 21 times an hour according to a British study. How
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many times have you glanced from looking at me to your cell
phone or another computer screen?
It makes sense that the average person’s attention span is now just
three to five seconds. You have just a moment to catch someone’s
attention before they turn to something else.

With our 24/7 lives, that’s not really all that surprising. There’s TV,
radio, Facebook, Twitter, newspapers, billboards, emails, push
notifications on your phone, the list goes on and on.
And as more channels are invented, we keep getting exposed to
more brand messages.
As an organization, we have to cut through the clutter. So how do
you do that? By telling a great story.
We believe Kiwanis has a great story to tell and we believe our Kids
need Kiwanis focus will help us hone in on our message.
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Key messages

When you create messages about Kiwanis, repetition is key. What we’re really talking
about is consistency.

It all starts with the right message, and that’s why it’s crucial to take the time to
determine your message — because whether is a verbal or visual message, you’ll want
to repeat it with consistency in any channel and opportunity you can.
This goes for speeches, presentations, media interviews — everything. Messaging is
vital. And once you’ve determined your key messages, you can do anything. A speech. An
interview. Write a media release.
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Key messages
• Rule of 3s
▪ Make your main points

• Be informative
▪ Stay light on data

• Avoid jargon and acronyms

Think of key messages this way: If you were to give a speech or an interview, what are
the most important things you would want your audience to remember? Write them
down and practice them.

Key messages should be:
-No more than three messages—Why three? It’s the number of items our brains
remember best. Give more than that, and you risk having your audience become
muddled and confused—or worse, forgetting what you talked about all together. Your
key messages are the takeaways you want the audience to remember.
Your key messages should be informative … not be “fluff.” They should be statements
that provide solid information.
People tend to remember emotions and feelings first, so be light on statistics and data.
You don’t have to avoid statistics and data completely, but too much could mean your
audience won’t remember the statistics.
Your key messages should not contain jargon and acronyms. Be careful here because
Kiwanis is full of acronyms and Kiwanis-specific jargon. Jargon and acronyms can alienate
our audiences—even our own members! It is like we are speaking a secret language they
haven’t been allowed to learn, and it become exclusive—in a bad way.
Key messages should be supported by talking points. That’s where you can include
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statistics, data, and more detailed information.
Once you have your Key Messages set, they become the foundation for everything you
will write or speak around that topic. It’s like speech 101 - tell them what you are going to
tell them, tell them, and tell them what you told them.
Again, these messages are your foundation, the words you use on all public and social
channels. Provide to key leaders, use in speeches, use to have dialogue, use in printed
and digital materials, use for a web page. Consistency, consistency, consistency. KNOW
them.
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Identifying stories
• Make an emotional connection
with your audience, usually
involves helping kids

Emotional connections help your message cut through the clutter
and it will get an audience interested in what you’re doing. That’s
why we recommend focusing all your messages around what you,
your club or specific members are doing to help kids.
Tell stories about the kids you are helping in all your
communications. Whenever talking or writing about a service
project, a donation or an anniversary, tell how the club is
benefiting the kids of the community. If the project isn’t benefiting
kids, should your club be doing it? Have an honest and real
conversation with the club.
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Show who you are
• You can’t control the media
• Control the message by telling your story
on your Kiwanis channels
• Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

How do you show who you are? We have found that social media is
the best way to do this.
If people understand who we are and what we do, then when we ask if
they want to help us improve the community, they’re likely to say YES.
The more of us there are, the more kids we can help.
People don’t want to give their time or their money to organizations
they don’t know or trust.
So, how are we going to close that gap?
Tell better stories. You are already great advocates for Kiwanis. When
you talk to your friends, colleagues and families, you talk about the
good work your club is doing. I’m sure you talk about your service
projects and the kids you helped. You may talk about your meetings or
the meal your meeting involved.
But you may not be saying anything to the reporters at the media
outlets that cover your community. You may not be saying anything on
your personal social media.
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You are the best people to do this!
You know the community. And the community knows you. But you
don’t have to do it alone!
It’s important to get media coverage for your club, but just as critical as
getting media coverage for your club, is covering the club yourself.
You don’t need reporters, photographers or TV cameras to get out your
club’s story, you can do it yourself with the power of social media.
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The No. 1 reason:
To not be left behind

The number one reason for your club to have a social media presence is to not be left
behind.
It sounds dramatic, but it’s true. For a century, Kiwanis clubs have told our stories in
order to attract new members, partners, supporters, donors and build awareness of
what we do. We’ve always done it with word of mouth in addition to newspaper,
television and radio coverage. But that’s not good enough anymore. The number of
people consuming traditional media is shrinking. People are getting their news and
information from other sources. We have to be on those other sources as society
changes.
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We have what you need

Again, you don’t have to do this alone.
We’re here to help you and have put together all kinds of resources for
telling your club’s story.
If you remember nothing else from this presentation, remember
Kiwanis.org/brand
That’s the website where we have everything you need.
Start with the brand book – it’s an overview of the brand and has detail
on how to use the logo, the colors we use, details like that.
Don’t want to read the brand guide – print a summary sheet. It’s a twopage document that neatly summarizes everything you need to know
to be brand compliant.
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A virtual world

We’ve added information to help navigate this virtual world we’re living in. Click this
button and download a two page document on how to set up online calls. We have
examples of how to stage your area, how to set the camera, what to wear, everything
you need to make a good impression.
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A virtual world
From the home page Kiwanis.org …

We have developed even more resources to help with what we’ve all gone through
during the past year – most of this information should be helpful going forward too,
including …
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Online assets
Lunch with a Leader

This video series began last year and we’ve produced content to help clubs navigate the
pandemic and beyond. So if you’re looking for information to share, for content for an
email, your website or a social post, please link to these resources. We just did a
program today on Key Club graduates and how to celebrate them … we’ve produced
content on the education and leadership conference, membership month, our new
Amplify education series, how to use the children’s fund’s Ready Made meeting kit and
the virtual meeting kits for SLPs. So be sure to check that out.
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Help!

So, going back to Kiwanis.org/brand
We have lots of help for you here, too.
Tips and Tools – if you went to convention in 2018 and 2019 you may
have picked up the Tips and Tools booklet. Click on the button and
download a copy if you haven’t seen it.

We also have some backgrounds for you to use on Zoom or Skype calls
The events button is social media squares that you can use to promote
Lunch with a Leader and other events we observe – Read Aloud Day, K
Kids Week, all the major observances.

LOGOS – this is big! If your club doesn’t have a custom club logo, click
and that club logo button and complete the form for a club logo – it’s
free and you can use it anywhere. All of the other Kiwanis family logos
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are available behind the logo button.
And – social media – if your club is struggling with what to post on
social media, this button is your gateway to success!
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Help!
Posts
Photos
Cover photos

Not sure what to write – we have posts with graphics and photos that are already
written – see the buttons at the top

We have profile photos you can use
Cover photos you can use for personal or club pages
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Graphics
I need some ideas...

Keep scrolling and you’ll find social media squares and our “do gooder” squares
These are fun graphics that we use once or twice a week to fill in content. They’re bright,
eye catching and can be used by your club when you don’t have an event to post .

Keep scrolling down the page and you’ll find our kids need Kiwanis videos, too.
So there’s lots of content there for you to use – on your personal page if you want to
promote what you do with Kiwanis, on your club’s page if you want to have posts every
day and on any district pages you also own. You can also use these in newsletters, on the
website … anywhere you want to tell what you and your club can accomplish.
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Best practices
• Social media squares

Or these motivational graphics… just examples of what is on the social media page that
you can use any time!
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But wait, there’s more!

Behind these buttons are photos you can use for PPTs, brochures, websites, social media
posts, newsletters – whatever you need.
Please be careful when using photos – we have permission to use these photos but we
advise clubs not to use photos for which you don’t have permission to use – that are just
grabbed from anywhere online.
News templates – if you are writing a media release and need some help, we have
several here that can be adapted to any event.
And brochures, we have a few options here for a brochure, a sign, an invitation – things
your clubs use most often – we’ve designed it for you so all you have to do is fill in the
blanks.
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Even more!
•
•
•
•
•

Short videos
Print ads
PPT
Digital Marketing
Buzz Builder

https://ki.informz.net/KI/pages/
subscribe

This rounds out the brand guide page and gives you and your club even more assets
Check out the videos – they, like the social media squares, are great filler for your pages,
you can even play them in your meetings as inspiration.
Print ads, billboards and audio – radio ads are also available.

Digital Marketing is for clubs doing google ads – just email pr@kiwanis.org if you want
more information on that.
If you want to read our monthly PR tips enewsletter called Buzz Builder, I’ve dropped in
the url where you can subscribe to it
And the Style Guide – not sure how something is capitalized or the proper name – check
the style guide, we update it monthly.
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Help with PR
• Buzz Builder
• Webinars
• PowerPoints

With the Buzz Builder button also comes webinars and PowerPoints we’ve presented in
the past, and an archive of all past Buzz Builders. Please feel free to use this content in
your communications!
Same with the webinars, if you are presenting use one of these! Or adapt it to your
needs. We have presentations on branding, photography, how to use Facebook, pitching
a story, staging an event … it’s all here.
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But wait, there’s even more
• kiwanis.org/clubs/member-resources
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From the member resources area of the website
Check out the new recipe cards for success – these were in the May magazine.
Find out about partners … media relations … updating your club website, celebrating an
anniversary.

It’s all here.
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Generations
Silent Generation (1925-45)
Baby Boomers (1946-64)
Gen X (1965-80)
Millennial (1981-1996)
Gen Z (1997-today)

So – should you be spending time on social media – is that where your audience is?
I’ll say yes. Social media is reaching people where television and newspapers are not.
There’s a lot of negative talk about millennials, but there are a lot of them. Soon there
will be more millennials alive than Baby Boomers, which is the largest living adult
generation.
And another big cultural change will happen as soon as the Gen Zers get a little big older
and start wielding more influence. We’re just a few years away from them being the
largest generation.
If Kiwanis is going to remain in this world, -- I want you to hear those words again -- if
Kiwanis is going to remain in this world, we must tell our story to people where they are.
If we limit our reach, we limit the number of kids we can help. I don’t think we should do
that because there are too many kids who need us… too many kids are waiting for us.
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Why this matters

That’s why all this is important. The more people we can tell our story too… the more
people join Kiwanis… the more kids who get help.

A recent study shows the number one way millennials choose to communicate with
brands and organizations is through social media. In this digital age, signs, flyers and
newspaper stories, even word of mouth and knocking on doors aren’t enough to spread
the word about your club. You have to have a digital presence … more importantly, you
have to be on social media and post regularly.
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Value of Social Media
• Relatively inexpensive
• High possible reach
• Used by millions of people (or billions, in
Facebook’s case) worldwide
• Quick way to communicate
• Data

Why social media?
Why should we invest time into social media? And there are several
answers to this. It’s relatively inexpensive. Most cases, it’s free. It’s
possible to reach a lot of people since it’s used by billions of people
worldwide. It’s also a quick way to communicate. And, it’s generally
enjoyable. People enjoy interacting with social media. If they didn’t,
they wouldn’t spend so much time on it. Researchers showed the
average person will spend nearly two hours a day scrolling, reaching,
liking, commenting and whatever else on social media. That’s the
average person!

Think about what you personally enjoy about social media. Is it the
instant gratification, that jolt of dopamine and the adrenaline rush you
get when someone likes or shares your post? Is it the fellowship and
networking Your experience with social media should also be a benefit,
so focus on the value—and fun!—it can bring to your club and
community.
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Which Platform?
Considerations:
• Current club audience
• Who you’d like to reach - younger members?
• What your strengths are
• What the platform is best for you?

There are a lot of platforms available. Instead of being on each one
and spreading your time out, focus on one and do it well.
So, looking at social media for your district and for clubs, here are
some things to consider: Who’s in your district or club now, and how
they prefer to receive information.
Who you’d like to reach. Is your club seeking younger members? Meet
them where they are. In general, Twitter skews toward male Gen Xers
(35-49); Instagram toward female Millennials (19-34).
These next two work together: What are your communications
strengths, and what are the strengths of the platform?
The gorilla in the market is Facebook. Even with their data issues and
privacy concerns, there are one billion people on Facebook.
In 2018, 169.5 million people in the US—or more than half of the
population used Facebook. That’s why it’s important for you to tell the
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Kiwanis story on Facebook. We’re able to expand the reach and
knowledge of our organization much cheaper and effectively than any
large brand campaign or super bowl commercial. We just need your
help.
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Start with Facebook

“Every generation is the
Facebook generation.”

Start with Facebook. According to a recent survey from SproutSocial, which is a media
content management company, “every generation is the Facebook generation.”
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Who’s our competition?
Rotary? Lions? Other service clubs?
Actually, all organizations and businesses
have the same competition:
The audience’s time.

Something to keep in mind as we create our social media presences: Who’s our
competition?
It might be different than what you think.
(ADVANCE)
Actually, every nonprofit and for-profit business has the same competition…
(ADVANCE)
TIME!
With the sheer amount of stuff being shared—by brands, by friends and family—there’s
too much for anyone to see EVERYTHING. In fact, we only see about 30 percent of the
content that is being created by the people and organizations that we follow. That’s
where the algorithm comes in. Facebook – and all the platforms -- serve up the content
you want to see. How do they know what you want to see? From your history of
engagement with previous posts. When you like, share, click on links, Facebook thinks
you’re really interested in those things so they’re going to show you more of that to keep
you on the site longer. As engagement rises, Facebook puts more of that content into
other people’s feeds because it assumes it’s quality content.
So how do you get people to like, share and click on links so your content shows up in
feeds? Let’s take a look at an example of a strong Facebook post to see what should be
included.
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Good content will always win.

To reassure all of us: According to Mark Zuckerberg himself, no matter what
technological advances are made, and no matter how much money you have, good
content will always win in the algorithm. So if you only have text, but it’s awesome text,
that’s okay!
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Let’s look at some examples of Facebook posts.
These are real life examples so I’m sorry if I offend anyone.
This one from the Clinton Kiwanis Club in Iowa.
The post reads: The Clinton Kiwanis Club donated $500 dollars to the United Way
Program, Clinton Reads. Thank you for all you do for children!
Great work donating $500 for a reading program. Kids in the community will really
benefit.
But this post doesn’t really say that. There’s no emotion.
I’m sure the club knows how the money will be spent. Use that information and add
some emotion to the post. This post only got 10 likes. It should have received a million
for the good work being done in the community by this club.
(ADVANCE)
What if we wrote it like this… our club is proud to help kids learn to read. Our $500
donation to the United Way will buy 300 books for at home libraries. Help us help kids.
Then I added the Kids Need Kiwanis hashtag. I also changed out the picture. If a picture is
worth a thousand words, we’re saying a thousand boring words with a picture of a giant
check. In my example, we have a picture of a kid reading. Which is more engaging to
you?
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Here’s another post.
Lots of people tagged which will help with distribution.
It reads: We need your help. We want Kiwanis initiatives to come to life. We need more
people like you.
This post is all about us.
Nothing about the community. Nothing about the kids. What are these Kiwanis
initiatives that we want to come to life?
There’s no emotion.
(ADVANCE)
What if it would have said… Help us help kids. Or kids need help learning to read, but we
need more people like you to help them.
Better, right?
And look, a better photo that shows action. A better photo would be kids.
If you’re struggling for photos, you have access to a large database of Kiwanis stock
photos that we own. They’re at Kiwanis.org/brand.
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Look at this one. Sometimes kids just need a little push in the right direction. Be their
guide as part of Kiwanis.
The post links to one of the social media videos available on Kiwanis.org/brand so
people can learn a little more about our organization.
Again, there’s an emotional connection with a strong call to action – be their guide.
This is a good post, right?
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What works

But you need to be strategic in your messages. You shouldn’t
just throw up some photos and text on your club’s page and call
it a day. Think about how you want the audience to feel.
As Kiwanis, we want people to have a positive reaction when
they hear our name or see or logo. At the highest level, we take
the focus away from us, and tell stories about the beneficiaries of
our work.
That’s what will get people to care about our clubs. That’s how
you break through the clutter. Studies show us you have less
than eight seconds to hook your audience before they tune out.
How do you hook your audience? By creating powerful content!
What is powerful content? Text, imagery, video that gets a point
across quickly and effectively. This was a really popular post on
our KI Facebook page earlier this year. It has everything –
branding. A great story. Kiwanis helping people in need.
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What makes weak content? Text, photos, images or video
watered down with unimportant information that distracts from the
main message.
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Let’s look at another example.
This is a Facebook event posting to invite people to our next club meeting.
Again, these are real life examples, so I’m sorry if I offend anyone from these clubs.
Besides the wrong logo, this one doesn’t say anything about what the club does. North
Judson meets on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of each month, which it shows already with the
dates of the club meeting. If I share this to my network of people, they don’t have any
context or details about what I’m talking about.
(ADVANCE)
Option two: At least it’s a nice cover photo of Kiwanis in the community. This club
downloaded it from Kiwanis.org/brand.
The event name is Kiwanis meeting. Anyone inspired by that headline? It doesn’t inspire
me.
The details are a little better. The club says drop in anytime and check out who we are
and what we do. Join in any of our volunteer programs. So at least we know there are
volunteer opportunities, but we don’t know if we’re volunteering to make a difference
for kids, pets or the environment.
(ADVANCE)
But look at this one. The event title: Help kids in Haughton thrive.
The details say: Some kids are hungry; some kids need help learning to read. Others
need mentors, you can help improve these issues and more. Now I know what I’m going
to do if I get involved with this club. And, there’s an emotional connection with a strong
call to action – help kids in Haughton thrive.
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Again, it’s just re-framing the content that makes it better. Posting on Facebook and other
social media channels is good, but make the most out of the time you’re spending on
posting with engaging content. It takes the same about of time to post, whether it’s
boring or engaging content. And, once you get the hang of it, engaging content takes just
as much time to write as boring content.
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Nice try!

Apologies to anyone who worked on this, but if you saw this, and you
weren't in Kiwanis, would this make you want to attend a meeting. A
special night …
What does that mean?

Here’s another example. This one is a flyer inviting people to come to an organizational
meeting for a new club. The audience we’re targeting is people who don’t have a
relationship with Kiwanis already.
The goal is to get people to come to a meeting so we can talk about Kiwanis and then
convince them to join.
“You’re invited to a special night of Kiwanis.”
What does that mean? Does anyone know? I haven’t been able to figure it out.
Are you going to show up to an event that you have no idea what it’s about? I’m not.
(ADVANCE)
Now take a look at this one. It’s better, right?
We at least know Kiwanis is a non-profit dedicated to helping kids. Why kids is
capitalized, I’m not sure.
And there’s a picture of kids too. So that’s nice.
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This is a great message – we used this for a club opening in New Jersey.
Would you be more likely to attend a meeting advertised like this –
with the right branding, some smiling children and an adult wearing a
properly branded T shirt, or like this
But here’s one that I think cuts through the clutter.
Big headline that says “Help kids thrive, prosper and grow.” That’s a
clear call to action. You’re asking the viewer to do something.
Find out how you can positively impact our community and change the
future for children.
Plus a really big picture of smiling children.
If you were walking by a community bulletin board, which one of these
fliers would attract your attention?
Which flier do you think would get more people in the door?
You have to have the emotional connection to cut through the 10-
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thousand messages we see, hear and read every day.
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Show your work

When you use images that show what your club does, you are more
likely to get interest.
We used these images to show a new club opening in Michigan … using
Facebook, we invited community members to join the new club and
get right to work on service – assembling art boxes for kids to use at
summer camp. T
And, these pictures tell a story. One family brought their kids, everyone
helped put the boxes together, and they had something to help kids by
the end of the meeting.

This club now has service project images to use on its social media
right away.

Keep the goal in mind

Here are some meeting photos. Yawn …
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Keep the goal in mind
Now what do these pictures say about their meeting or club?

But compare those pictures to these. People are engaged. They’re
smiling. They’re having fun.
Which club meeting do you want to attend?
Make your pictures shine.
And make sure you are using the current branding whenever possible.
We know the banners have the old globe logo – that’s OK … but make
sure everything else is up to date.
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Best practices
What should I focus on in my copy?
• Words that evoke (good) feelings

When you’re creating content, you need good words. Words can make people feel proud
to be Kiwanians, or make someone feel like Kiwanis is a good fit for them. Use active
verbs and sentences – like “Feed hungry kids” for a food-packing project or “Celebrate
healthy communities” for a wellness clinic.
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Best practices
What should I focus on in my copy?
• Words that evoke (good) feelings
“funding” → “money” → “$5,000”
• Avoiding acronyms
• ~100 characters if possible
• What’s in it for the audience?

Lastly, let think about our audience. Are you giving them something useful, inspirational
or entertaining? In the end, it may be our Facebook page, but our communications
shouldn’t be all about us. People always want to know “what’s in it for me?”
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Best practices
As for images:
• People (happy faces!)
• Action shots
• Kids who have been helped
• Phone photos are OK
• Ask members to share theirs

As for what makes awesome images and video…
like we talked about earlier, people want to see people. Members laughing together at a
social? A group gathering donations for disaster relief? Take a photo to show people
helping and having fun.

Posed photos are OK, but photos of members actively volunteering are better. Go for the
action shots!
Whenever possible, get photos of the people who have benefited from Kiwanis.
Sometimes this isn’t feasible, like when donating to a hospital, but for planned events at
places such as schools, it’s possible. But, always check with the facility’s staff before
taking photos of kids. There may be some kids who can’t be photographed for one
reason or another. Just have a conversation.

Also, social media is the perfect spot to share photos taken on your phone. Sure,
professional photos are awesome, but phone photos can be just as good.
And, just because you’re the person in charge of social media doesn’t mean you have to
do all the work. Ask other members to share photos with you to post on social media.
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Best practices
Frequency
How often should we post?
• Depends on your audience size
• For most clubs, aim for 2-3x per week, once
per day

Now that we’ve talked about how to create a good post, how often should we be
posting?
Well, that depends on how big your audience is. For the majority of clubs that have
under 1,000 Facebook page followers, aim for 2-3 times per week.
This keeps your page current and encourages people to come back. You’ll notice that
Kiwanis often posts a couple times per day 6 days a week. No worries – you don’t have
to post that much! We just have a very large audience – 60,000+ -- with members in all
parts of the world, so we’re trying to reach multiple audiences at different times.
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Best practices
•Form a social media team
•It’s not all about us
•Create posts that are easily shareable
•Post properly branded content
•Kiwanis.org/brand

So, form a social media team. Having a team ensures that no one person is responsible
for all of the work, and others can help if a person goes on vacation or gets sick. Your
team could include yourself, a newsletter editor, a webmaster or other assistants. Make
sure to include at least one or two people who are comfortable with social media,
someone who is good at planning and organization, and someone who’s a good
proofreader. Together, you can brainstorm ideas for fun posts and photos. As a group,
you can quickly come up with all the club’s posts for the month and be done scheduling
those posts within an hour. Brainstorming early also gives your proofreader time to
check that everything’s spelled correctly before you post. Another tip: Make sure that
every member of the team has the current list of account passwords or is listed as an
admin for the page just in case someone leaves the club. We always recommend the
account have at least two admins just in case something happens to the primary person.
You don’t want to get locked out of your account.

And, the best way to get your message out to people outside your club is by posting
content that people will want to share with their family and friends.
Just like Nike, Coca-Cola, the Red Cross and any other recognizable company or
organization, it’s important to share information and content that follows our branding
guidelines. And it’s easy to use correct branding with the social media assets available
for free at kiwanis.org/brand. You can also use and share any
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graphics or posts that we share through the Kiwanis family’s official social media
channels, such as our social media squares, as well as our Kids Need Kiwanis videos.
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Thank you!
vhermansen@kiwanis.org OR
pr@kiwanis.org

But remember – Kiwanis.org/brand is where all the resources are
Certainly email if you have questions or concerns!
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